Abstract-In this paper, we present two efficient strategies for likelihood computation and decoding in a continuous speech recognizer using an underlying nonlinear state-space dynamic model for the hidden speech dynamics. The state-space model has been specially constructed so as to be suitable for the conversational or casual style of speech where phonetic reduction abounds. Two specific decoding algorithms, based on optimal state-sequence estimation for the nonlinear state-space model, are derived, implemented, and evaluated. They successfully overcome the exponential growth in the original search paths by using the path-merging approaches derived from Bayes' rule. We have tested and compared the two algorithms using the speech data from the Switchboard corpus, confirming their effectiveness. Conversational speech recognition experiments using the Switchboard corpus further demonstrated that the use of the new decoding strategies is capable of reducing the recognizer's word error rate compared with two baseline recognizers, including the HMM system and the nonlinear state-space model using the HMM-produced phonetic boundaries, under identical test conditions.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
NHERENT difficulties of the popular hidden Markov model (HMM) approach to recognition of naturally-speaking speech have been known for sometime (e.g., [2] , [4] , [7] , [8] , etc.), so are the limitations of some more recent approaches based on the stochastic segment models (SSM) [3] , [9] , [10] , [14] , [19] , [20] , [26] , [27] , [33] that have largely ignored correlations across pronunciation units. Along the SSM direction, we have in recent years been developing a new approach to conversational speech recognition which directly addresses the following key issue: how to represent in the speech model the phenomenon of phonetic reduction that is ubiquitous in conversational speech and how to represent the associated speaking rate variation that is scaled in a continuous fashion? Aimed at explicit incorporation of the mechanisms of phonetic Manuscript received June 29, 1999 ; revised September 24, 2002 . A compressed version of this paper was presented at Eurospeech 2001. The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Dr. Bryan George.
J. Z. reduction, several versions of the global, "super-segmental" speech models described in [10] - [12] , [28] have, in various ways, integrated the speaking rate variation with the contextual variation in spontaneous speech. They have provided explicit correlation across pronunciation units at the levels internal to the direct acoustic observation. The mathematical structure of such novel speech models is a highly constrained, nonlinear state-space system, with the model parameters switching from one set of values to another at a switching rate corresponding to either the feature-sized, phone-sized, or syllable-sized phonological units of speech. In this paper, we confine the speech model to a specific version where the continuous state variables are partially hidden vocal-tract resonances (VTRs), and where the switching rate of model parameters are based on the phone-sized speech unit. The VTR-based, nonlinear state-space model described in this paper can be considered as generalizations of the HMM and SSM. It is more complex so that the speech dynamics can be more properly handled. The conceptual and theoretical similarities and differences between the HMM/SSM and the nonlinear state-space model can be summaried as follows: 1 1) they are similar left-to-right statistical models, with trainable model parameters; 2) they are intended to model the speech feature trajectories, with different degrees of precision; 3) unlike the HMM and SSM, the nonlinear state-space model has an internal representation of the production-affiliated speech dynamics. This new dynamics has the special target-directed property, and the property of continuity across speech units, which are not shared with the HMM/SSM; and 4) they have very different complexities in decoding, which we address below.
One major limitation of SSMs for continuous speech recognition is the decoding complexity, which forces many SSMs to adopt the re-scoring strategy for evaluation. The decoding difficulty is even greater for our long-span or "super-segmental" dynamic model. Because of the explicit continuity constraint and correlation imposed across the hidden dynamics of a sequence of the phone units, 2 the decoding methods are substantially more complex than the well-established decoding methods developed for the HMMs [21] and than the existing decoding methods for the stochastic segment models [13] , [27] . Hence, one main challenge for developing successful strategies for conversational speech recognition using the "super-segmental" dynamic model is to develop efficient decoding strategies. The subject matter of this paper is the formulation of the decoding problem associated with the constrained state-space model that explicitly represents cross-phone correlation and phonetic reduction via the use of partially hidden VTR state variables.
The work in this paper has been partly motivated by some earlier work on the various versions of the switching state-space model developed in control engineering, time series analysis, neural computation, and in econometrics [6] , [16] - [18] , [22] , [31] , [32] , [35] , [36] . Common to those diverse fields is various forms of the switching model, or a model with switching parameters, where the model parameters change among a set of different parameters and where the change is allowed to occur at any time. A linear case of the switching model is
where denotes the mode of the model at time , which is assumed to be one of possible modes, . Such earlier work typically dealt with several simplified cases of the model, and focused only on the state estimation and not the decoding (i.e., state-sequence estimation) problem. In [32] , the switching is refined only to the measurement equation (to trace the trajectories of multiple targets). In [22] , the state estimation problem for linear state-space models was considered, where the switching was allowed for both state and measurement equations (to trace the recession and booming stages in the economy). The model in [18] allowed the parameter switching to occur in the error covariances as well. A more general algorithm for the state estimation was given in [6] , where Bayes' rule was used when the parameter switching of the state-space model follows an arbitrary process including the Markovian one. A comprehensive review on the use of switching models for the multiple-target tracking problems has been provided in [30] , [31] . A detailed review of the application of the switching models to econometrics has been provided in [35] .
Moving beyond the original applications in target tracking and in econometrics, the research reported in this paper represents our novel contribution of applying the specially constructed switching state-space model to functional modeling of speech production and to speech recognition. The speech production process can be well fitted into the switching state-space model since each phone in a finite number of phones in a language can be associated with a largely distinct target vocal-tract shape and its related acoustic resonance structure. When a speech utterance is produced, the vocal tract shape or resonance (continuous state in the model) changes relatively smoothly from one target phone to another, where the target shapes determined by the model parameters are made to switch from one target phone to its temporally adjacent one.
A further contribution of the research described in this paper is to extend the solutions to the state estimation problem to those of the state sequence estimation (i.e., decoding) problem. All the earlier work on the switching model surveyed above focused on the state estimation problem where the source of the difficulty is exponential growth in the number of switching combinations over time. The earlier solutions to the state estimation problem have first been rederived and modified to suit the special constraints associated with the speech model. These solutions have then been extended to those to the decoding problem used for speech recognition. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the switching state-space model for the dynamics of VTRs is reviewed in order to set up the context in which the formulation of the decoding strategy is established as the problem of optimal state sequence estimation. Details of the statistical state estimation, including all main steps of derivation and two types of approximate solutions to the state estimation problem, are contained in Section III. Armed with the approximate solutions to the state estimation problem, a one-pass dynamic-programming-based decoding algorithm is developed and presented in Section IV. This algorithm aims at finding the globally optimal path under the constraints imposed on the switching process of the model. The decoding strategies described in Section IV are evaluated on a conversational speech recognition task defined from the Switchboard data. Details of the evaluation experiments and the improved performance using an N-best re-scoring paradigm are reported in Section V. Finally, we draw conclusions and discuss main contributions of this work in Section VI.
II. CONSTRAINED SWITCHING STATE-SPACE MODEL FOR SPEECH DYNAMICS
The constrained, nonlinear, and switching state-space model for the target-directed dynamics of VTRs is reviewed in this section, for the purpose of setting up the context where the Bayesian formulation of the decoding strategy will be established in Sections III-V of this paper. Details about this model can be found in [12] .
The mathematical structure of the model is described by the following coupled state equation and measurement equation:
The state equation (3) describes the constrained linear dynamics of VTRs, in which the state variable represents vector-valued VTR frequencies (with dimensionality of four in this work:
, and ), and are the vectorvalued VTR target and "time constant" (diagonal) matrix, respectively. (They are both automatically estimated using the EM algorithm as presented in [12] .)
is an additive, zero-mean, Gaussian i.i.d. "state" noise with covariance matrix . The most significant property of the state equation (3) is the constraint on the parameters which forces the state variable to exhibit the asymptotic behavior directed temporally toward the target . The measurement equation (4) describes the noisy nonlinear relationship between the state vector, , and the direct acoustic observation, . Examples of the acoustic observation are the Mel frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) measurements computed from a conventional speech preprocessor.
is the additive "observation" noise modeled also by a zero-mean, Gaussian i.i.d. process with the covariance matrix . The multivariate nonlinear mapping, , is implemented by a global multi-layer perceptron (MLP) as presented in this paper, whose Jacobian matrix can be analytically evaluated as needed for the state estimation problem to be discussed in Section III.
In the model formulation of (3) and (4), is the index of the switching dynamic regime which corresponds to a unique set of model parameters. The switching model parameters are discrete at the dynamic regime boundaries (i.e., no constraints), but the underlying continuous state is constrained to be continuous at the dynamic regime boundaries. (This constraint is implemented in the state estimation algorithm described in Section III.) In the work presented in this paper, each dynamic regime occupies a segment of speech roughly of the size of a surface form of a phone. That is, the parameters of the model are phone dependent, and because of the incorporation of contextual modeling via target-directed dynamics and via the continuity constraint, the parameters of the model are not made conditioned on context-dependent phones such as triphones.
In short, the model parameter set consists of plus the parameters contained in the nonlinear function (e.g., MLP weights). As the speech utterance traverses from left to right in time, phone-sized dynamic regimes switch from one to another, which induces the switching process among parameter sets , where and is the total number of phones. The dynamic speech model reviewed above which underlies our new recognizer has been developed based on new principles of modeling hidden dynamics of speech production. In summary, this speech model, as constructed for the VTR dynamics employed in this work, is formulated in mathematical terms as a constrained and simplified nonlinear dynamic system with switching parameters. This is a special version of the general statistical hidden dynamic model described in [10] , [11] , where more detailed motivations and mathematical construction for the dynamic speech models of such a type are available.
Given a sequence of observations , and assuming that this entire sequence is generated by model (i.e., no model switching occurs during the generation of the observation sequence), then the log-likelihood of the new model in (3) and (4) can be computed according to (5) where we assume , and define , which we call the innovation sequence.
is the covariance of or the covariance of . and are calculated from the Kalman filtering procedure. The Kalman filter converts the likelihood of the entire observation sequence (which is temporally correlated) into the summation of likelihoods at local time points (uncorrelated innovations). Under the approximate Gaussian assumption for the innovations, the minimum mean square error criterion for state estimation becomes that of maximum likelihood for each local time point. Therefore, when the model is allowed to switch, the only problem that remains is how to determine the switching sequence (or phone sequence), using maximum likelihood as the criterion.
Kalman filter [23] , [25] is a recursive state estimation algorithm. For the model in (3) and (4), the extended Kalman filter (EKF) algorithm that we use in this work and that handles the nonlinear function is given in (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) where is the Jacobian matrix of at point . Recursion at is initialized by the filtered values at recursion , and . This makes the calculation at each local time point depend on the entire past history.
If the model switches among different modes (or phones), the switching combinations will grow exponentially. On the other hand, the local score computation for our new model depends on the past history. Therefore, no path deletion is theoretically allowed during the decoding (detailed analyses can be found in [24] ), which makes the search for the new model difficult. In the following, we will first review how the switching state estimation problem with the exponential growth has been handled. We will then exploit the relevant ideas to deal with our discrete-state decoding problem.
III. FORMULATION OF THE DECODING PROBLEM: STATE ESTIMATION
For the conventional state-space model with fixed parameters, the goal of optimal (in both the Bayesian sense [34] and the minimum mean square error sense [25] ) state estimation (filtering) is to calculate the conditional mean and covariance of the hidden state given the observations up to time . Let us use to denote the conditional mean, and the conditional covariance, then and Generalizing from the fixed-parameter case to the case with switching parameters like the model given in (1) and (2), the mean and covariance of will be conditioned not only on the observations up to time but also on the evolution history of the model switching. Therefore, the conditional mean and covariance become (13) and (14) where represents the discrete state 3 at time frame , is the index to the phone which the dynamics in the system switches to at time . In the remaining of this paper, we refer to (13) and (14) as the elemental estimator in the overall state estimation procedure to be discussed.
If the switching evolution process, , were known, the conventional state estimation techniques would directly apply [1] , [25] . However, in speech recognition decoding problems of concern, the switching evolution process is unknown. In principle, all the possibilities (paths) of the evolution have to be considered during the estimation. At each time point, any one of the models could be chosen, and such as, there are potentially as many as paths for the switching evolution up to time . Each of these paths forms an elemental estimator based on the conventional state estimation, and hence there are a prohibitively large number of the elemental estimators at time . How to obtain the overall state estimate from the huge number of elemental estimators in a computationally efficient manner? The Bayes theory holds the key to the solution.
For simplicity purposes, let us first adopt the following notations:
all paths of the switching evolution up to time ( in total); th path of . This can be explicitly written as where is the th path of , from which stems.That is, . probability of being true given ; that is, . Using the above notations, the following state estimation algorithm, by applications of Bayes' rule, is obtained (see the derivation in Appendix).
1) Elemental estimator for the fixed, th path
3 In this work, each discrete state corresponds to a distinct phone or model with phone-dependent model parameters.
2) Estimator for the state (continuous) and its covariance (17) (18) 3) Recursive update of (19) where the normalizing factor is computed from (20) in which is calculated during the elemental estimation, and characterizes the evolution of the switching, which is typically assumed to be known in advance. The state in the switching dynamic system can be recursively estimated by the above algorithm. However, the number of the elemental estimators grows exponentially with time. This gives rise to a great computational difficulty in the implementation of the algorithm [6] .
To overcome such a difficulty, let us assume that the model switching follows a first-order Markov chain. The first-order Markov chain can be expressed by the following transition probability matrix:
where and for all . is the probability of the system dynamics which switches from discrete state (i.e., phone) to discrete state at time . For this Markov chain, the current switching depends only on the previous one,so becomes . Therefore, (19) can be drastically simplified to (22) However, even under this Markovian assumption, the elemental estimator is still conditioned on the entire switching history,
. As such, the number of the elemental estimators remains exponential growth with respect to time. To make the state-estimation algorithm computationally feasible, approximations have to be made which would make the estimation suboptimal as a price paid for alleviating computation burden. We have explored two types of approximations, both based on merging the path hypotheses in a time-synchronous manner. The two ways of path merging and the associated suboptimal state estimation algorithms are discussed below.
A. Approximation I: Generalized Pseudo-Bayesian Approach
The generalized Pseudo-Bayesian approach (GPB) has been used for state estimation in the target-tracking and econometrics literature for general dynamic systems [6] , [17] , [22] , [31] , [35] . We extended this approach, which has been developed specifically for speech recognition applications, to the specially constrained, nonlinear dynamic system model described in Section II for the speech dynamics.
First-order GPB and second-order GPB for general linear dynamic systems have been available in the literature [31] . In the first-order GPB (GPB1), the state estimate is carried out under each possible current model at each time . In the switching evolution history , only the most recent term is kept, while the other terms are dropped. That is, is approximated by . Therefore, only out of paths are considered by merging all "older" paths for all models at time . This approach is very efficient in computation but we judge that the price for loss of accuracy would be too great to be used for implementing our speech recognition decoding algorithms.
In the second-order GPB (GPB2) which we use for implementing one of the speech recognition decoding algorithms, the state estimation is carried out under each possible pair of current and previous model at each time . In the switching evolution history, , the most recent two terms, and , are considered and earlier terms are dropped. That is, is approximated by . Therefore, a total of paths for the path combination are considered at each time frame. For this case, all the paths for each model at time are merged. The merging in GPB2 is not as heavy as GPB1 and its estimation accuracy is substantially higher. We describe and derive GPB2 in detail for the constrained, nonlinear switching dynamic model of speech reviewed in Section II.
Given the GPB2 approximation, the precise elemental estimator (15) and (16) has now been approximated by and For simplicity purposes, in the following derivation of the state estimate, we will use , , and to represent , , and , respectively , and will adopt the following notation:
1) Merging and State Estimation:
With use of the above notation, the state estimate, (17) and (18), has become (23) (24) In GPB2, the merged estimate at node is calculated according to (25) (26) That is, the merged quantities are obtained by summing up all the possibilities at each model according to their individual posterior probabilities, , which is also called merging probability. It is easy to show that the state estimate, (23) and (24) , is equivalent to (27) (28)
The posterior probabilities, and (also called model probability), are calculated recursively. According to Bayes rule and by straightforward conditional probability manipulation, they are equal to (29) (30) In (29) and (30) , is computed by (31) where is obtained during the elemental estimation, is the transition probability and is known, 4 and is recursively calculated according to (30) and (31) with the initial value given at time 0.
2) Elemental Estimator: Many possible approaches are available for elemental estimation (i.e., conditional state estimation given the path history). The simplest approach we have adopted in the current recognizer implementation is the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) algorithm. 5 In our recognizer 4 This is the transition probability of the discrete Markov switching process. In our phone-based model construction, this probability gives the bi-phone "language model," which we fixed to be 0.5 in our recognizer implementation. 5 Despite the linearity in state equation (3) used in our speech model of Section II, a nonlinear filtering algorithm is needed due to the nonlinear measurement (4) in the model. implementation, the EKF algorithm ( [1] , [23] , [25] , [30] , [34] ) has been adapted to suit the special structure of the speech model (Section II) incorporating target-directed constraint and cross-regime continuity constraint. For the elemental estimator in GPB2, the EKF algorithm given in (6)- (12) 
where ( and , is the dimension of output and is the dimension of input) is equal to (40) in which is the number of nodes in the hidden layer, are weights connecting output and hidden layers, weights connecting hidden and input layers, and is the sigmoid function with its derivative . Note that the current elemental estimator is initialized by the merged state estimate of model at the previous time, and . While using the EKF for the elemental estimator implementation, an assumption is made that in (31) is Gaussian and computed by
3) Algorithm Summary: Each recursion of the GPB2 algorithm, tailored for our specially constrained, nonlinear switching state-state model of speech, as detailed above in this subsection can be summarized below for each time step.
1. Calculate elemental estimates, and , for , using the EKF listed in (32)-(38), using the merged state estimates at the previous time step, and as initial values. 2. Calculate the merging probabilities, , according to (29) and (30) and (41). 3. Merge states for each model at the current time step using the merging probabilities according to (25) and (26). (These will be used for the next time-step recursion). 4. Calculate model probabilities, , according to (30) , (31) and (41). 5. Calculate the state estimate, and , according to (27) and (28).
B. Approximation II: Interacting Multiple Model Approach
In the general Interacting Multiple Model (IMM) approach [30] , [31] , the state estimate is carried out under each possible current model at each time step . However, each possibility has its own initial value obtained by a weighted sum over all the estimates at the previous time . This differs from the GPB1 approach [31] in which all possibilities are initialized by the same value. The merging in the IMM approach takes place just before the estimation begins at each current model, which differs from GPB2 in which the merging takes place after the estimation is completed at each current model. Like GPB1, the IMM approach has the same possibilities considered at each time step, and hence have the same computational complexity. IMM is more accurate than GPB1. Compared with GPB2, the IMM approach has significantly lower computational complexity (a factor of ), but since the merging is more aggressive, it is expected to have a lower estimation accuracy.
1) Merging and State Estimation:
In this subsection, we adapt the general IMM state estimation approach to suit the special need of our specially constrained, nonlinear state-space model of speech dynamics. In this approach, the elemental estimator is approximated by and . The EKF algorithm for the elemental estimator in IMM is the same as that given in (6)- (12) In (42) and (43), is called mixing probability, and is computed recursively from Bayes' rule (44) where the model probability is updated as in GPB2 (given by (30) ). However, the calculation of has been changed to (45) 2) Algorithm Summary: The entire IMM algorithm can be summarized as follows (each time step). (30) , (31) and (45). 5. Calculate the state and its covariance estimates, and , according to (27) and (28).
C. Analysis and Comparison of GPB2 and IMM Approximations
As demonstrated in Sections III-A and B, the GPB2 approach takes into account all pairs of model switchings from time to , each pair has its initial value from its previous model. The IMM approach considers only the models at the current time , but each model has its initial value obtained by a special way averaging over the state estimates of the models at the previous time . In GPB2 the merging takes place after the elemental estimation (EKF). In contrast, the merging happens before the elemental estimation in IMM. A graphical comparison of GPB2 and IMM merging strategies is illustrated in Fig. 1 , where for convenience and are used to represent and , respectively).
While on the surface, it may appear that the difference of the GPB2 and IMM approximations lies only in the order of merging and of elemental estimator (EKF), the deep-seated difference lies in their distinct ways of approximating a mixture Gaussian density. This is elaborated below. The estimation in (25) and (26) is eventually equal to the computation of pdf Let us examine (46) and (47) in detail. We first note that the component in the integrand of (47), , is a Gaussian sum. This makes the entire integral of (47) to be also a Gaussian sum. Also note that the denominator in (46) is a constant independent of and the numerator, , is a Gaussian. This further makes in (46) to be a Gaussian sum.
The essence of the GPB2 and IMM approximations, both of which alleviate computational problems in state estimation, is the use of approximations of a Gaussian sum by a unimodal Gaussian; that is, the Gaussian sum, , is approximated by a unimodal Gaussian. They use such approximations in different ways, resulting in different approximation accuracy with computational tradeoff.
In the IMM approximation, the Gaussian sum in (47), , is approximated by a single Gaussian before the integration (or the EKF process), which results in the approximate unimodal Gaussian for . In contrast, in the GPB2 the Gaussian sum, , is approximated directly by a single Gaussian after the integration. Therefore, the GPB2 have to carry out integrations (one for each mixture component) and the IMM only carries out one integration. This shows that IMM is times more efficient than GPB2.
IV. DECODING STRATEGIES USING APPROXIMATE STATE ESTIMATION
The state estimation methods described in Section V have been adapted from the methods well established in control engineering, econometrics, and time series analysis, where the interest has been mainly focused on the accuracy of the (continuous) state estimation at local times. Our contribution therein has been to tailor the methods to suit our special speech model's structure and to generate the maximum likelihood for our models. In this section, we incorporate these methods into the decoding strategy for our new models, aiming to search (time-synchronous) for the global optimal path through all discrete states (i.e., the entire parameter switching history). Once the global path is found, the recognizer produces the text output according to this global path. Before we present the two global decoding algorithms (incorporating the GPB2 and IMM, respectively), we briefly explain why a straightforward use of the state estimation methods described in Section III is not desirable. For both the GPB2 and the IMM, at each time step the posterior probability, , can be computed for each discrete state or phone (30) . Therefore, at each time step, if we were to "decode" the discrete state based on the highest posterior probability , we would have a global "maximum a posterior" path. However, the posterior probability is just conditioned on the observations up to time rather than on the whole sequence , so the "maximum a posterior" path is not consistent with the normal decoding criterion of maximizing the joint likelihood of observation sequence and path: 6 . On the other hand, in the general switching models there are no constraints on the model switching, but in speech there are always some constraints on phone model or word model switching, such as the left-to-right constraint.
To implement a desirable decoding rule, , we have developed a new dynamic programming based strategy. For the new speech dynamic model given in (3) and (4), the standard Viterbi algorithm used for HMM cannot be applied directly to search for optimal dynamic regimes. This is so because different paths entering one node in the trellis bring different initial values (due to different path histories) to the EKF and score calculation at node . For example, in (32)-(38), the filtered values and score calculation at state and time of the path coming from state depend on the initial values and . These differential initial values will produce different filtered values 6 l( jO ) here is equivalent to P ( ) in Section III. and scores, which will be again used, due to the dynamics' continuity imposed across the adjacent discrete states, as initial values for the expansion of those paths at the next time (details can be found in [24] ).
However, the GPB2 and IMM algorithms developed in Section III have provided effective ways to prevent the above problem of exponential growth of paths. The GPB2 uses (25) and (26) to merge the different filtered values of those paths entering node at time .
and are merged to a single point, and , according to their a-posteriori probabilities after the filtering at the current model. The IMM uses (42) and (43) to merge the different initial values of those paths entering node , and , to a single initial point, and , according to a posterior probabilities before the filtering begins at the current model. Both the GPB2 and IMM force all those paths to start off from the same point (have identical initial values) for their expansion at next time . With the incorporation of the GPB2 and IMM, two dynamicprogramming based decoding strategies have been developed. The one-pass dynamic programming decoding algorithm with the incorporation of the IMM merging strategy is described in Fig. 2 in its completion. The algorithm with GPB2 merging can be similarly described and is omitted here. In the remaining of this paper, we denote these two algorithms as GPB2-decoding (GPB2-D) and IMM-decoding (IMM-D), respectively.
V. EXPERIMENTS ON CONVERSATIONAL SPEECH RECOGNITION
In the experiments on conversational speech recognition designed to evaluate the decoding strategies presented in this paper, we choose one male speaker's data (speaker ID: 1028) extracted from "train-ws97-a" training set of the Switchboard corpus for training the switching state-space model for the speech dynamics. The training data consist of 966 utterances and about half an hour data. One single MLP was trained for the entire recognizer, common for all phones [5] , [12] . One HMM system was also trained on the half an hour data, we call it HMM-baseline system [5] .
N-best re-scoring paradigm was used for the evaluation of the new decoding approaches. The test set is chosen to be the male side of "test-ws97-dev-l" Switchboard test set (a total of 23 male speakers, 24 conversation sides, 1243 utterances and 50 min of speech). [5] One hundred hypotheses for each utterance in the test set have been generated by a state-of-the-art HMM system which was developed for the Workshop'97 7 . The phone segmentations generated by the HMM system are not consistent with our new model's dynamic regimes. In our earlier work [5] , [12] , the computation of the acoustic likelihoods for each hypothesis transcription in the 100-best list was carried out using the dynamic regimes fixed suboptimally from the phone boundaries provided by the HMM system. In this work the computation of the acoustic likelihoods is carried out using the dynamic regimes optimized by the decoding strategies. For decoding, each hypothesis becomes a simple lattice, where each phone is only allowed to transit to itself and to the next phone.
In order to focus on the acoustic modeling issue, we ignore the language model scores in our experiments. However, any improvement due to language models should be equally applicable to the new model.
We have tested the GPB2-decoding and IMM-decoding algorithms on simulated data. The results show that they both are generally capable of recovering the hidden switching time points used to artificially generate the observation data. Also, consistent with the theory, the GPB2-decoding algorithm is slightly more accurate but significantly slower than the IMM-decoding algorithm. Given the correct implementation of these algorithms as confirmed in these simulation experiments, we apply them to real speech data and carry out speech recognition experiments.
A. Comparison Experiments
We first carry out a set of comparison experiments on a small set of the Switchboard test data, which consist of 240 utterances extracted randomly out of the male side of "test-ws97-dev-l" test set. We compare the two decoding algorithms described in this paper and the path-stack decoding (PS-D) algorithm described in detail in [24] . The PS-D algorithm uses a path deletion strategy, distinct from the path-merging one, to reduce the search space. Table I lists the re-scoring word error rates, with (Ref 100) and without (100-best) adding the reference transcriptions to the 100-best lists. The "Baseline" recognizer computes the likelihoods of utterances using the dynamic regimes fixed from 7 See http://www.clsp.jhu.edu/ws97/ws97_general.html From the recognition accuracy results shown on Table I , we observe that all three PS-D, GPB2-D, and IMM-D recognizers outperform the baseline recognizer, specially for the "Ref 100" case. The three decoding algorithms give comparable recognizer performance, with the IMM-D being a slightly better one. The reason that the GPB2-D has not produced better results than the IMM-D is probably due to the high level of noise in the real system, which makes the GPB2 approach lose estimation accuracy.
We summarize here a comparison among the GPB2, IMM, and PS decoding methods in terms of computation requirement. The IMM-D is much more efficient than the GPB2-D and PS-D. At each time step, the PS-D method runs a total of parallel EKFs ( is the path-stack size, which is bigger than one) [24] , while the GPB2-D method runs EKFs and the IMM-D method runs only EKFs. Based on the most desirable accuracy and the computational requirement achieved by the IMM-D approach from the above results, we choose to use the IMM-D approach in a larger-scale speech recognition experiment, described below, using the entire set of the test data.
B. Evaluation Experiments
The entire test set in the Switchboard corpus, consisting of 1243 utterances, is used in the evaluation experiments. The percent word error rate results are shown in Table II . The "Baseline" in Table II is a system constructed by using the nonlinear state-space model with the state switching times suboptimally fixed based on the HMM output. Compared with the "Baseline" system, the "IMM-D" algorithm gives about 4% absolute WER reduction for the "Ref 100" case and 1.2% for the "100 best" case.
The re-scoring results of the baseline HMM system under identical conditions are also given in the last row of the table. With the use of the "IMM-D" decoding algorithm, the nonlinear state-space model outperforms the HMM baseline system.
VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we report our continuing efforts in the development of a specialized, nonlinear state-space model for the VTR speech dynamics. The purpose of this development is targeted at its use in conversational speech recognition. The specific contribution of this work is the establishment of solid path merging strategies for recognizer decoding with the optimized dynamic regimes, one associated with each discrete state, in the speech model. Two specific dynamic-programming based algorithms using the merging strategies (GPB2-D and IMM-D) are presented. They both have successfully overcome the formidable exponential growth in the original search space. The new strategies are drastically different from the decoding techniques reported in [24] and in [12] . In [12] , the phone boundaries in each of the N-best hypotheses need to be known in advance (based on the HMM segments in practical implementation), so decoding can be reduced to simple computation of the segment-bound model likelihoods. The work in [24] overcomes such a limitation via the use of aggressive path pruning in dynamic programming search. The strategies presented in this paper use path merging to cut down computation, without doing explicit path pruning. Speech recognition experiments using a subset of the Switchboard corpus have demonstrated that the use of the new decoding strategies can effectively reduce the recognizer's word error rate over the above two baseline recognizers under identical test conditions.
Both the GPB2-D and IMM-D decoding algorithms use merging strategies to limit the theoretically exponential growth of the search space. The merging formulas for both the GPB2 and IMM methods are theoretically motivated, being derived from Bayes' rule. The consequence of the merging is direct applicability of the dynamic programming principle to recognizer decoding, which would otherwise be impossible due to the essential VTR continuity constraint imposed across speech units in the construction of the speech model.
Taking into account the special temporal-flow properties in speech production and special requirements in speech recognition, we have developed two innovative ways of applying the switching state-space model, both distinct from the traditional approaches developed in the control-engineering and econometrics applications. First, in the traditional applications, no constraints were imposed on the model switching process; i.e., the model parameters can arbitrarily switch from one discrete state to another with nonzero probability at any time. For example, in the models of [17] and [22] , the modeled economy may relatively freely switch from recession to booming and vice versa. In the model of [32] , the measurement of the sensor may be the trajectory of any one of the multiple targets at each time. In contrast, for our applications of the dynamic model to speech production and recognition, specific structural constraints reflecting dynamic speech properties are imposed. Second, as a direct consequence of the left-to-right structural constraint for the switching process, the search for the "global" optimal discrete-state sequence (i.e., the switching history) based on the observation data becomes significantly more complex than the case without such a structural constraint. In the traditional applications [6] , [17] , [18] , [22] , [31] , [32] , [35] , exclusive attention was paid to obtain the optimal "local" state estimation under the switching condition. In contrast, for the speech recognition application as our subject of study, the interest is in how the optimal switching process develops or how to find the global optimal discrete-state transition path (i.e., the optimal phone or word sequence).
Since currently the HMM is the most popular approach to speech recognition, it is important to compare the new statespace dynamic modeling approach with the HMM approach in terms of recognition time and number of parameters. The former is related to computation cost, which would be much greater (four orders of magnitude) for the state-space model than HMM if no approximation is made. After the most efficient IMM approximation is introduced, the difference can be reduced to roughly one order of magnitude. As for the parameter size or the memory cost, the new state-space model can be three orders of magnitude more economical compared with the context-dependent HMMs, and is in the same order of magnitude compared with the context-independent HMMs.
With the efficient decoding algorithms developed and described in this paper, it becomes possible to move the evaluation of the dynamic model from N-best list re-scoring to lattice re-scoring and possibly to full decoding in speech recognition. The algorithms can also be incorporated into the model training process to improve the training; that is, after each EM iteration, use the decoding algorithms to re-align the dynamic regimes before parameter estimation takes place. Another future direction for the development of the current speech model and recognizer is to adopt a full Bayesian approach to the model construction where both the "rate" and "target" parameters will be made randomly distributed (with continuous distributions) and are adaptive by on-line algorithms. While the model construction as presented in this paper allows these model parameters to be "random" with a discrete distribution, each mode in such a distribution is associated with a separate speech class (phone). For a fixed speech class, no parameter randomness has been permitted. This has limited the ability of the current model for embracing speaker variation in the VTR "target" and "hyper"-articulated speaking rate variation in the system dynamic "rate." By incorporating continuous distributions for model parameters within each phonetic class, such variations will be naturally accounted for, and hence more significant recognizer performance improvement will be expected.
APPENDIX
Derivation of (17) and (18) : By total probability theorem Derivation of (19) : By Bayes' rule (see (51) at the bottom of the page).
Derivation of (29) and (30) and (31) : By Bayes' rule (52)
and (54) Derivation of (47): By total probability theorem (55)
